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What is a Meta-Skill?

• A higher-order skill, enabling other skills to occur. 
For instance, a person who is generally able to 
organize information well, can study a specific 
subject more successfully.  
http://www.mondofacto.com/facts/dictionary?meta-skill

• Cognitive strategies that an individual applies to the 
processing of new information in a novel situation (a 
scenario not previously experienced). These skills 
include chunking or organizing new information, 
recalling relevant schemas, adding the new 
information to the old schemas, and creating new 
schemas. http://www.socialsciencedictionary.com/metaskills

http://www.mondofacto.com/facts/dictionary?skill
http://www.mondofacto.com/facts/dictionary?information
http://www.mondofacto.com/facts/dictionary?study
http://www.mondofacto.com/facts/dictionary?meta-skill


The Six Core Meta-Skills of Parent Peer Support
The PEARLS Framework

• Peer:  Establish peer based relationships

• Encourage:  Encourage parents to grow as peers rather 
than as experts

• Accept:  Able to communicate active acceptance

• Respect: Positively hold peers they are supporting with 
respect

• Link:  Link with others in collaboration and problem 
solving

• Suspend: Suspend and Interrupt bias and blame



Unique Aspects of this Model
• All six core competencies are to be present in each 

interaction
– Each and every interaction should include presence of “meta-

skill” versus discrete steps
– Comprehensive skill acquisition: what, how, why

• Focused on unique parent experience rather than a 
system framework
• Not a phased model but a comprehensive framework

• Peer parent support for its own sake rather than as 
adjunct to other models
– Peer support as an independent or interdependent process 

rather than dependent on other system functions

• Distinguishes between peer parent support & other things
– Wraparound, System of Care, Family Involvement, Family 

Centered Practice, Family Support, System of Care



Why Use This Framework?

• Model Integrity
– Focus on peer parent support rather than other program 

requirements 

• Adaptability
– Allows for implementation based on local conditions without 

losing site of the importance of peer support

• Focus on the “why”
– Rather than getting caught up in task completion maintaining 

anchors in authentic peer parent support



Moving to PPSP Competency

Knowledge

• “Knowing What to 
Do”
• Clear about the concept 

of authentic Peer Parent 
Support

• Completion of basic 
tasks and expectations

Skill 

• “Knowing How to Do 
It”
• Tasks & activities to do 

the job well

• Repeat & practice until 
authentic PPSP becomes 
ingrained habit

Understanding

• “Knowing Why 
You’re Doing It”
• High level of practice 

including integration of 
principles and ability to 
put into practice

• Can vary based on 
individual situations but 
still stay on path of 
authentic peer support



The Parent Journey & PEARLS

Parent Journey
• Placeholder for understanding the 

parent’s experience
– Focus of peer support
– Support for a peer based on the 

parent’s experience right now
– Builds a language for connection even 

as the PPSP and parent are in 
different places

• Placeholder for self-care
– Unique needs of peers with lived 

experience in the workplace
– Unique experience of parents who 

are living an experience rather than 
having “lived” an experience

PEARLS

• Focus on a simple frame for mindful 
delivery of peer support

• Allows peer support to stay focused 
regardless of tasks and requirements

• Creates a foundation for building 
understanding & connection in all 
settings

• Sets the stage for PPSPs to reliably 
incorporate the skills



First Core Skill for PPSP

• Peer:  Establish peer based relationships

– PPSPs take responsibility to

• Build a strong sense of connection based in equality, common respect and mutual 
sharing

• Maintain that sense of partnership from the first point of contact to the last point 
of contact

• Strategically self disclose to build peer based partnership

• Recognize and acknowledge unique experience of the parent receiving support

• Communicate a sense of interest, honor and expectation at first point of contact

• Make strategic “next” decisions based  unique needs of parent



Self-Disclosure and 
Parent Peer Support

• A key function of the PPSP is to:
– Know enough about their own story to understand your 

own meaning
– Create space for the parent to share their story  in a way 

that is most comfortable for the parent
– Identify aspects of the parent’s story that you can relate 

to
– Disclose experiences from your own history that relate 

to that parent 
• If it’s not the same experience– shoot for a feeling
• Remember it’s your responsibility to match not their 

responsibility to disclose
• Don’t go too far but dig deep when you need to
• If you can’t find anything, ask for help



Discussion Questions

• Stage of the Journey:  What was the situation that 
became defining or overwhelming for your partner?  

• Connections:  What at least three parts of his/her 
story can you relate to or see yourself in?

• Strengths:  Name at least three strengths that you 
found in connecting with your partner’s story?

• Uniqueness:  Name at least three things that are 
different in your stories?  



Implementation Slide
Challenges & Promises

With Peer Based Relationships
Challenges 

• Focus on tasks as accountability

• Building system wide knowledge 
about the power of peer based 
relationships

• Support for support’s sake rather 
than getting caught up in other 
system duties

• PPSP’s distancing themselves 
from their story; and not looking 
for connections with parent 

Promises

• Maintains a focus on the difference 
between peer based relationships and 
other relationships within the system 
of care

• Provides opportunity for PPSP to 
strategically self disclose with focus on 
connection rather than engagement

• Creates a space for “ hope” to emerge



Second Core Skill for PPSP

• Encourage:  Encourage Parents to grow as a peer rather than as an 
expert
– PPSPs take responsibility to

• Understand the parent’s position, interests and option

• Being directed & led by the parent rather than leading and directing the parent

• Set the stage to assure that each parent receives support that will allow them to 
make their own choice in moving forward

• Distinguishes between encouraging and influencing

• Uses self-disclosure in a way that build connection and acceptance

• Adjusts support activities based on the unique aspects of each parent rather than a 
particular philosophy or program model



Estimating Support

What To Do

• Stay present in “now” even as 
thinking about next steps

• Balance need with capacity

• Recognize that each parent will 
have a different support need

• Build logic into your discussion

• Collaborate with referring party 
to assure clarity

What To Avoid

• Simply doing without thinking

• Wait until demands come up

• Give everyone the same thing

• Confusing other duties with support



One Example

Three levels of Review

• Presence of family’s social 
network

• Family’s sense of acceptance 
from their social network

• Ability of system representatives 
to hear and appreciate the 
parent’s

Three Levels of Support

• Supportive:  phone, group and casual 
outreach

• Moderate: all of the above plus at least 
one face to face each month

• Intensive:  All of the above and at least 
face to face individual contact each 
week. 



Tips For Deciding the Right 
Amount of Support

• Base your decision on your experience rather than 
the referral

• Link strengths with needs with understanding to 
identify support needs

• Ask questions to help understand the true nature 
of the parent’s experience

• Ask yourself if you are being guided by the family 
rather than your workload

• If you do have limits state those openly

• Listen, listen, listen to families



Implementation Slide
Challenges & Promises

With Encouraging the Parent to Grow in their Own Direction

Challenges 

• Program pressures to “get the 
parent on board”

• Competing views of the role of 
support versus intervention

• Seeing support as passive rather 
than active

• Inclination to direct parent rather 
than to actively support

Promises

• Sets the stage for parent led options

• Creates a way for the PPSP to avoid 
becoming a parent corrector

• Builds confidence  in the parent that they 
know what is best for their family

• Distinguishes between encouraging and 
influencing

• Provides individualized support based on 
the  unique  strengths and needs of 
parent



Third Core Skill for PPSP

• Actively Accept:  Communicate active acceptance in all 
interactions with and dealings about parents being supported
– PPSPs take responsibility to

• Communicate a sense of acceptance of the person even when disagreement 
exists

• Manages personal bias and disagreement

• Working to foster strong connections based on mutual experience or 
perspective even when parents are actively making decisions

• Working with others to build empowerment on three levels (environment, skill 
& understanding)

• Practice active acceptance as a path to self-care



Setting the Stage for Meaning Making

• The first stage of 
becoming defined & 
overwhelmed will impact
– How a parent sees a 

situation
– How a parent sees 

themselves and their 
family

– How a parents sees the 
world

• The Role of the Peer 
Parent Support Partner is 
to understand the parent’s 
experience, connect with 
it and then find ways to 
strategically support that 
parent on their journey

Your Sense of 
the situation

Your sense of yourself 
and your family

Your sense of the world



Taking Care of You:  Your Story, Your 
Meaning & Maintaining Your Wellness

• Peer Parents are hired because

– Relatability

– First person experience

– “Living with” rather than “having done” that

– Connecting with can be healing in and of itself

– Parents deserve support to develop thriving families

• It is personal

– Role impacts your entire family

– Expectations as you “relive” your lived experience

– Perspectives change as experience changes



Tips for Connecting Around 
Stage 1 of the Parent’s Journey

• Set expectations to listen rather than fix
• Listen for Understanding
• Accept that each meaning may be different for 

each parent
• Find something to connect with even if it’s a 

challenge
• Communicate active acceptance even of 

challenging feelings
• Refine your ability to care for self
• Monitor your ability to use your lived experience 

as the primary point of connection



Implementation Slide
Challenges & Promises
With Active Acceptance

Challenges 

• Difference between acceptance 
and agreement

• Perceptions of “sides” when 
systems and parent don’t 
necessarily agree

• Managing personal bias and 
disagreement

Promises

• Allows for peer relationship to grow 
throughout the relationship

• Creates foundation for parent led options 
which opens systems up to unusual 
responses 

• Reinforces System of Care values

• Works with parent to increase their sense 
of confidence and empowerment


